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integer

satisfying

0 < I < k, then a must agree with a function

for a set which is small in the sense
theorems

of converse

type,

prove that if a function

starting

L

classes,

property

line is that the fundamental

theorem of calculus

for a set

derivatives

continuous

functions

for absolute

continuity

of derivative

at a point.

We give results

lie in

on the real

holds for them, another natural

problem is to take the Gauss-Green

the criterion

we

must be a Sobolev function.

of absolutely

to the higher-dimensional

except

In particular,

except

and these

C

In §4 we discuss

[C2].

everywhere,

or capacity,

of class

capacity.

of Calderón

derivatives

of measure

then the function

Since a characteristic

approach

with ideas

has pointwise

which is small in the sense
appropriate

of an appropriate

and also as a starting

formula as

point for the definition

of this type in our final

§5, generalizing

those obtained by S. Bochner [B] and V. Shapiro [SH].
2. Notation and preliminaries.
«-space

R".

Let ë be a family of subsets

We say that two set functions

are equivalent

if there exists

a positive

of Euclidean

77. : ë —* [0, oo] and 77': ë —* [0, oo]

constant

C such that

C

H AE) < H AE)

<CHxiE) for E e ë.
Now fix f with

0 < f < n.

If 0 < 8 < oo we define

the outer measure

,,
N £2-'(diamE.)':ECU
E.,diamE.<sf
r(f/2 +1) £
'
/Ti i
*- |
if E C R", and the f-dimensional
if £ C R".

If in these

definitions

obtain the outer measure
respectively.

Hausdorff

outer measure

the sets

E. are required

OÍg, and the f-dimensional

It is clear that 7/!g. is equivalent

H'iE) = supg>0 H'g(E)
to be cubes,

cubical

to 0Îg,

we

outer measure

Ql,

and //' is equivalent

to

Q1. If 0 < 8,12< 8, < oo we have
"■

72.1)

«U^-^V^V^-"'^'

and, of course,

the same inequalities

cube with diameter
cubes with diameter

< 82 clearly
< 8.,

of Ofs ,(E); using Holder's

can be decomposed

and 77's . are equivalent;

//'

and H' in the estimates
the trivial

)(£)([S2/S1]+l)n-t,

we therefore
obtained

inequality

+ !)" congruent

admissible

admissible

every

in the defini-

in the definition

it follows that

that if 8. and 82 ate finite positive

77'g

equivalence:

into ([S2/Sj]

into a covering

inequality,

Ö(S /E'<Ö<8

We conclude

hold with Q in place of H; moreover,

and in this way every covering

tion of Oig AE) can be decomposed

(2.2)

ECR"'

latet

ECR".

numbers,

restrict

the outer measures

our attention

in the paper.

H(lx)iE) = H[di¡mE) (£)

to H(oo),

We mention one more
implies

that, for a
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uniformly

bounded family of sets

The outer measures

E, H!, . and H' . will be equivalent.

Hi,(oo) and F' (1) have the same null sets,

(2.1) and the fact that, for any f > 0, every set F satisfying

min je, 2íTCM)~'T(z/2

+ 1)| must satisfy

and Hl have the same null sets,
ness of H'
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as follows

H'AE)

from

<

H'(x)iE) < e. The outer measures

F|1}

as follows from (2.1) and (2.2); however, small-

does not imply smallness

of Hl for 0 < Z < n, since

F'(F)

= oo for

arbitrarily small balls F.
The set functions

order to give unified

assign

infinite

F'g.

statements

measure

If p is a measure

of results

defined

only for Z > 0, but in

we agree that for Z < 0, F'g.

and Hl

to each nonempty set.
on a set

L (E, u) is the L -space
Lebesgue

and H* ate generally

X, F C X is measurable,

defined by the restriction

and 1 < p < oo, then

of p. to E.

measure on R", and we use the abbreviations

We let £

denote

E (E) = L (E, <L ),

Lp = LpiR"); we write \\f\\p= ||/||v
If 0 < k < oo and 1 < p < oo, we consider

the Banach

space

Lk = \Gt*f.feLhiRn)\,
where G, € L AR") is defined

by means of its Fourier transform:

G, (£)

(l + 4772|£|2)-*/2. (See[CU.) The norm in Lk is given by \\G * f\\ , kK
LP

If ÍÍCK"

is open, we employ the usual notation

WkiÚ)
= i/:
Daf £ L (Q),
V=
\f:DafeLp

|a|

< k\ where

k is a nonnegative

and a = (a,,
iax,1' a„
a2,2 • ••••, a « ) is a multi-index
space

III lift

for the Sobolev spaces
integer,

with lal
= 2?_.
a..:
' '
i -I

1 < p < oo,

W.p is a Banach

under the norm

I (Jloa/l^£„)i/o

wk(a)
p
(We note that the above derivatives

are taken in the sense

In case

WkiRn)
= Lkp and the two norms introduced
p

0 = Rn and p
> 1 we have
r

above are equivalent

of distribution

theory.)

[Cl Theorem 7].

If
(2.3)

0<£<°o,

we define for each

l<p<oo,

E C Rn the capacity

is taken over all nonnegative

functions

is proved in [Ml] that this capacity

(E) = inf \B,

(E) = inf. ||/||£ where the infimum

/ £ L

subadditive,

k and p in the ranges

the following property:

that is, B,

and satisfies

It

is zero

the regularity

(G): G DE, G open! where E C Rn is arbitrary.

We denote by B (x) the open ball of radius
each fixed

such that G. * / > 1 on E.

is an oaZer capacity;

on the empty set, monotone, countable

condition B

B

r about the point x in R".

(2.3) there exists

a positive

constant

For

C with
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fi) if « - kp > 0, then C- V""** < B¿ (BrW) < Crn'kp for x e R",
0 <r < 1.

(ii) if « - kp = 0, then C-1(log 1/r)1-" <Bk

(B/*)) < C(log ÎA)1-*» for

x € 7?", 0 <r<^.

(iii) if n - kp <0,
Using these

relations,

(2.4)

then B,

(E) > C for every nonempty set E C R".

we deduce

at once that

BkpÍE)<CH^-)kpÍE)<CHn-kpÍE)

where

C is a positive

We recall

the spaces

Zygmund [CZ].

1 £ L

stant

constant

depending

THx)

only on «, k, and p.

and t Ax) which were introduced

If 1 < p < oo and k > - n/p,

for which there exists

if E C R",

7*(x)

a polynomial

P

will denote

by Calderón

those

and

functions

of degree less than k and a con-

Al = Al(x) such that for 0 < r < oo

(2.5)

(r'"

fB (0)\f(x+w)-Pxiw)\pd£niw)y/P<Mrk.

When p = oo, the left side is to be interpreted
We note that in the limiting

case

k = - n/p

as ess
we have

supi

i

/ £ THx)

|/(x + w) - P iw)\.
for every

f £ L

and every x £ R", with AI= ||/|| .
A function
less

/ e Tpix)

belongs

to t Ax) if there is a polynomial

P

of degree

than or equal to k such that

(2.6)

(r-n fB (0) \fix + w) - Pxiw)\pd£niw)J P = oirk) asr-,0.

In the event that

k is an integer,

/ is said to possess

a derivative

of order

k in

the L^ sense.
k

The space
norm

T Ax.)

||/|| = THx

P , and the least

3. Pointwise
fo(x-),

derivatives

in the space
except

space

if for each

k

/ £ THx.)

, f) to be the sum of ||/||ô> the absolute

of the polynomial

functions

is a Banach

L

admissible

value

of Sobolev functions.

values

we define

of the coefficients

of the constant

In this section

= \G, * f: f £ L \ must lie in the spaces

for "small"

sets

of points

x..

the

M in (2.5).

we prove that
T Ax.)

We will study all values

and

of ß for

which the mapping

(3-D
is continuous;

LiR")3f-*C,*f£LAR»)
and all values

of / up to the "order

of differentiability"

k for

which 7L is defined, that is - n/ß < / < k.
Theorem 3.1. Lef / e LpiR"), 1 < P < °°, and k>0.

Let ß satisfy
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p<ß<

(3.2)
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np/in - kp) if kp < n,

p<ß <»

if kp = n,

p < ß < oo

if kp> n,

and let I satisfy - n/ß < I < k.
(a) If

I 4 (0, 1, 2, • •. |, then for every e > 0 there exists

with F""".(*~/)i'U)

<e,

and a constant

an open set A

C, such that for all xQ e Rn - A we have

Tlßix0,Gk*f)<C.
(b) // 14 [0, 1, 2, ...|,

Zierz there exists a set B with H"-^k-l)piB)

such that for all xQ e Rn - B we have Gk*fe

tLixA.

(c) // / £ {0, 1, 2, • • • ¡, for every e > 0 there exist
B, _,

iD) < (, and a constant

=0

an open set

D with

C, such that for all xQ £ Rn - D we have

Tl~ix0,Gk*f)<C.
(d) // / £ Í0, 1, 2, • • • {, there exists a set E with Bfe_; (E) = 0 such that
for all xQ £ Rn - E we have Gfe* / £ tLixA.
Note.
depends

In the statement

of parts (a) and (c) of the theorem the constant

on ?z, p, f, k, ß, I, and f, but is independent

/ = k we are dealing with set functions
to Lebesgue

outer measure;

F",

of xQ and r. In case

and BQ , which are equivalent

in this case the theorem is due to Calderón

Zygmund [CZ, pp. 204, 206].
/ < k - n/p),

F?j.,

At the other extreme we have

when the exceptional

C

I < k - n/p

sets in parts (a) and (b) (resp.

and
(resp.

parts (c) and (d))

are empty.

Part (d) of this theorem,
obtained

by Fédérer

with a different

and Ziemer

[FZ]

by Serrin [SE] in a form involving

obtained
the entire

earlier

for k = 1 and Meyers

Hausdorff

measures.

by Meyers [M2] in a form involving

capacities.

theorem

which is quite different

work of Calderón

Added in proof.
authors

range of the parameters

learned

[M2] for general

was

k, and

Part (b) of the theorem

proofs and rests

on the

paper was submitted

(b) and (d) of Theorem

operators

by A. P. Calderón,

for publication,

3.1 are proved

E. B. Fabes,

the

in the paper

and N. M. Riviere

which will appear in Indiana Univ. Math. J.
Lemma 3.2.

was

We will give a proof of

and Zygmund [CZ].

After the present

that parts

Maximal smoothing

from these

allowed,

Let p be a finite

positive

measure

in R",

Define
MAx) =

sup —piB ix)),
0<r<oo T

M2ix) =

sup —fi(Br(x)),
0<r<t

r'

M,(x) = lim sup—uiB

3

r-0 V

ix)).

'

and let 0 < t < n.
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Then there exists

positive

a constant

C, depending

only on n and t, such that for every

number a we have

ii) H[x)i\x £ R": Mj(x) > a\) < C\\y\\/a,
(ii) Hl{Ui\x e Rn: M2ix) > a\) < C\\n\\/a,

(iii) Hli\x e R": MAx) > a\) < C\\y\\/a.
Proof.

We prove formula (i), since only minor changes

to obtain (ii) and (iii).

Define S = \x £ R": MAx) > a\.

in the proof are needed

For each x e 5 we can

find a ball Brx ix) such that
(3.3)

piBr ix)) > air)1,

and the family of all these
of balls

in ? are uniformly bounded

is any disjoint
radii

balls is denoted

sequence

possible

to find a disjoint

Moreover,

then 2°°_. (r.)' <a

covering

(possibly

We see from (3.3) that the radii

by \\p\\ 1/ta~1/t.

of balls in J,

r. —»0. By a well-known

by J.

if \Brix)\°c_

fl/iH, and hence the

argument (see [AS, §10, p. 168]) it is

finite) sequence

of balls

B ix.) e J such

that S C U ,r B*X(*) C (J.* B. j (x.).
Therefore
'

H¡SSX. ™
(00) -r(f/2

Yi5rY<™L5M,

+ i) 7

'

-r(f/2

+i

a

as required.
From Lemma

Corollary

k>0

3.2 and the estimates

3.3.

(2.4) we immediately

Lef n be a finite

positive

measure

deduce

the following:

in R", and fix real numbers

and p > 1 with kp < n. Let
Mix) = sup

-piB

ix)).

0<r<oo rn~kp

For every positive

constant

a, there exists

an open set co containing

\x e Rn.

Mix) > a] such that Bfe pico) < C \p\\/a.
The following well-known

result

may be deduced from Lemma 3.2 by the

same arguments given in the book of Stein [S, Chapter l] for the special

case

k = 0.

Corollary 3.4. Lef / e L , and fix real numbers k>0 and p > I with kp < n.
Then there exists a set EC R" with H"~kpiE) = Bk (E) = 0 having the following
property:

ii) if k>0,
lim -L-

L , . \f\pd&n = 0 for all x £ R» - E.

(ii) if k - 0,
lim- f , Af-fix)\pd£ ti =0 for
all x £ R"- E.
r—0 " JB (x)
'
•0r
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Lemma 3.5. Let f 6 L ÍR"), 1 < p < «o, satisfy supp / CBj(o),
k > 0 be arbitrary.

B,

Then for every

ico) < ( and a constant

Proof.

e > 0 there

exists

an open set
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and let

a> with

C such that Rk * \f\ixA < C for all xQ £ R" - w.

Since G, * |/| £ Lk, it is well known that Gfc * |/| is bounded on

B2(0) - a>, where &> is an open set satisfying

Bfe ico) < t (see [Ml], Theorem 18]).

It follows that R. * |/| is bounded on B2(0) - <u. But Rfe * |/| is clearly bounded
on the complement

of B,(0),

Proof of Theorem 3.1.
to a theorem of Calderón
Bessel

kernel

since

supp / C B ,(0).

This completes

the proof.

We begin with the proofs of parts (a) and (b).

and Zygmund [CZ, Theorem 4] convolution

G, gives a continuous

linear transformation

According

with the

from T"ix

) to

TfkixA,
(3.4)

TwpixA^f^Gk*feTfkixA,

for 1 < p < oo, k > 0 and ß satisfying

formulas

(3.2), provided

w > - n/p and

w + k 4 iO, 1, 2, 3, • • • I; the norm of the mapping (3.4) is independent of *n.
Moreover, the mapping (3.4) carries
We now use the preceding
begin with the case

I > k - n/p.

result

the subspace

tp ixA into <^

According

to Lemma 3.2, for every

find a constant C > \\f\\Ppand a set A with Hff^-'^M)
T-n+(.k-l)p (B
xQ £ R" - A and

T„
these

\f\pd£n

estimate

e > 0 we can

< e such that

is obvious

if n = pik - I)).

Thus

for these xQ; it follows that Tlgixff Gk *f) is bounded for

x0, if ß satisfies

the estimate

We

< C for x0 £ R" - A and 0 < r < I, and thus for

0 < r < oo (this assertion

(xg, /) < Cl/p

(xQ).

to prove parts (a) and (b) of the theorem.

T-nHk~l)p

(3.2).

Appealing

fBrlxo)\f\pd£n

r~n JB (x(j) \f - fixQ)\pdln

to Corollary

3.4, we obtain for l ¿ k

= o(l) as r — 0, and for / = * the
= o(l)

asr-0,

for Hn~ (k~l)p-a.e.

now / £ Zp~*(x0) for these xQ, so Gfc */ £ zjg(xQ) for these
Now suppose I < k - n/p. We distinguish
two cases:

xQ;

xQ if /3 satisfies (3^).

Case 1. If k - n/p 4 l0, 1, 2, • • • I, we note that the hypothesis / £ L
implies that T""'p(x , /) is bounded for all xQ £ Rn. It follows that
T^-n/p(x0, Gk */) is bounded for all xQ, if /S satisfies (3.2). Since - tz//3 <
I <k —n/p we conclude

from [CZ, Lemma 2.l] that

T Âx , G. */)

is bounded for

all x0 if ß satisfies

(3.2). Similarly, / £ t~n,pixA for all xQ £ R"; using
[CZ, Lemma 2.1] shows that Gfe*/ £ tkß~n/pixQ) C t'ixA if f3 satisfies (3.2).
Case 2. If ^ —rz/p £ Í0, 1, 2, • • • 1, then kp > n, so for every

(3.2) we can find an t > 0 such that k - n/p -t
interval

(/, k - n/p),

and the mapping

isa

nonintegral

ß satisfying

real number in the
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T-pn/p(x0)Bg^Ck_(*g£Tßk-»'p-<ix0)

is continuous

and carries

t~"

pixQ) into t%~n

(x0).

Applying

this to function

g = G( */ £ Lp we conclude that Tkfn/p-iixQt

Gk * j) is bounded for all xQ £ Rn.

From [CZ, Lemma 2.1] we conclude

G, */)

Similarly,

that Tßixv

is bounded for all xn £ R".

G *f £ tZn pixQ) for all xQ £ Rn\ again using [CZ, Lemma 2.1] shows

that Gk *f £ tk0-n/p-£ixo) Cf^(x0).
Parts

(c) and (d) of the theorem

will be proved by means of the following

result

of Calderón and Zygmund [CZ, Theorem ll]. Let 1 < p < oo, / e L^ k > 1, / > 1,
and let ß satisfy
P < ß < np/in - p), if p < n,

(3.5)

p < ß < oo,

if 7>= «,

p < ß < oo,

if p > «;

if diGk *f)/dxj £ Tl~ K*0) for 7 = 1, •••, «, then
Gk*f£TIßixQ)
the constant

7 = 1,...,«,
results,

»

,

/

and 7¿(xQ, C, */) < C £ 7^
y=i

C is independent

of xQ. Moreover,

diG,*f)\

xn,—-L—
\
dx1

if <9(Gk */)/r9xJ

;
I

£ t ~ ixQ) for

then Gk *f £ tßixQ) for ß satisfying (3.5). In view of these

it suffices

to prove (c) and (d) in the special

If kp > n, and f £ L

tion; from the continuity

case

it is well known that Gk*f

7 = 0.

must be a continuous

of the mapping (3.1) we conclude

that 7 Ax-,

func-

G, *f)

is

bounded for all xQ £ R", and Gfe */ e tßix0) for all xQ £ R", if p < ß < «>. Thus
for the rest of the proof we assume
We can now prove part (c).
Holder's

inequality

is bounded.

kp < n and / = 0.

If / is supported

by {x e R": \x\ > 1} then by

G^ *f must be bounded on R", and hence \\Gk *f\\¡iJB

Thus we may assume

that / is supported

(xn) £ /,«)

by [x £ R": \x\ < l{. Now

by continuity of the mapping (3.1),

+ l|Rjfe*/(l-XB2r(x0))«Loo(Br(x0))1

<C[r*-^||/XB
where

yE denotes

the characteristic

function

2r

( }|| +2"-*|7?fc*/(x0)|],
0

"

of the set E; now part (c) follows

from Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.5.
Part (d) may be proved by a computation

shorter

proof results

/ e f ~*(x(j)=>G,

like that just completed,

but an even

from the following remark on p. 198 of [CZ]: the implication

*/ £ f o(xq) (which fails

in general,

as we noted at the
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beginning

of our proof) will be valid if we know that

G^ * |/|(x0)
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< oo. Since we

know that the latter holds for Bk 6-q.e.

xQ £ R", we see from part (b) that

Gk *f e Zo(x0) for Bk fi-q.e. xQ £ R".

This completes

From Theorem

3.1 and an extension

theorem

Theorem 9] we may deduce a structure
volving exceptional
that, for every

of Calderón

e > 0, and every integer

a £ L* in-

In fact, we know from Theorem 3.1

/ satisfying

ico) < e such that Tlixv

xQ £ R" - cu. According

and Zygmund [CZ,

theorem for Sobolev functions

sets of small capacity.

open set u> with Bk_¡

the proof of Theorem 3.1.

0 < / < k, we can find an

u) <C

and a £ tlixA

for all

to [CZ, Theorem 9] there exists

a function

u( £ CliRn)

such that a(x) = af(x) for all x £ R" - w. We summarize

this result

in the follow-

ing theorem.
Theorem

0 < / < k.

3.6.

Let a £ L*

For every

1 < p < oo, and let I be an integer satisfying

e > 0, there exist

a function

u£ £ CliR")

and an open set

(o with B¿_z _((u) < e, such that a(x) = a£(x) for all x £ R" - &>.
4. Theorems

of converse

ular, that if a function
small set

are in L

except

on a sufficiently

then / is a Sobolev function.

derivative

almost everywhere,

that the L

and that / £ T*(x) for all x £ R" - K. We first

prove that / £ WpiR"), provided
hyperplanes

is devoted to proving, in partic-

everywhere

are integrable,

/ has a fcth order L

derivatives

coordinate

This section

/ is differentiable

K and if its derivatives

Thus we assume
partial

type.

K is a compact set whose projection

is of Ln_x

measure zero; this proof relies

A. P. Calderón

[C]. We then give a completely

from geometric

measure

theory

[F],

which,

different

in the case

on the

on a result of

proof based on results
k = 1, allows the hypothesis

to be weakened.
We now let <f> be à family of mollifiers
t~nq>ix/t)

where

Lemma 4.1.

positive

integer.

cp £ C°° whose support

(4.1)

is contained

Z > 0, by Ç>,ix) =

in B xi0) and where

f £ Tkix) where

k is a

Then

D f denotes
Proof.

for every

Let f e L (Rn), p > 1, and suppose

lim inf<p *Dafiy)>

where

defined

the distributional

-oo,

derivative

Since / £ THx) there is a polynomial

f

jB(0,r)

\x-y\<t,

of f and 0 < \a\ <k.
P

\R iw)\pdS.iw)<Mix)rn+pk,
' *

*

»

of degree

r>0,

k - 1 such that

'
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where fix + w) = PJ,w) + RJm>). Let F (iy) = Fiy, t) = cf>(*/(y) and note that
DaFtiy) = <f>t
*Da[iy) = Dacßt *fiy). Therefore, DaF{y) = /
Thus,

DaF,(x + h)=

(4-2)

Ç Daóih-

= f

Clearly

/ £ TÄx)

|a| - k.
degree

^t

n

JR„

without

But then the first term in the last equality

vanishes

outside

h fot which

Ct~"~

x

if / < k and therefore,

k - 1. This leaves

\w: \h - w\ < t\.

\h\ < t. Moreover,

. Consequently,

^t

there is a constant

reference

x

{w)t& iw).
n

loss of generality, we may assume

vanishes

since

Q

is of

of a function

Note we are considering
C such that

which

only those

\D cf>(h - w)\ <

to (4.1) yields

\f n Da<f,tib
- w)Riw)dlniw) < Ct~ -* /
I R
and the lemma follows.

\R(.w)\d£niw)< 2"+kCMix),
2/

Now for a function

P>)

Daáih-w)R

the last term which is the integral

of the set

-w)dlniw).

w)fix + w) dt iw)

Da<ßt(b-w)P(w)d2. iw)+ f

JRn

Da0fM/(y

/ £ tkix)

we have relation

(2.6) with a Taylor approximant

= 2|a|Sjt(l/a!)/a(xVa.

Corollary 4.2. If f e tHx), then for \a\ = k,
lim sup 4>t * Dafiy) = fa(x),

\x - y\ < t.

i-0+

Proof.

The proof is the same as in Lemma 4.1 except

(4.3)

DaFix + b) = faix)+

because

D Pxiw) - faix),

Calderón

[C] becomes

Theorem.
grable function

Let

\a\ = k.

f

JRn

that

Da<j>ib-w)Rxiw)<&iu>)

At this point the following

result

due to A. P.

essential.

T be a distribution

such that, for L

almost

on R" and suppose

h is a locally

inte-

every x,

lim sup <p. * Tiy) > hix),

\x - y\ < t,

Z~0+

aTza"for every x

lim inf cf>t* Tiy) > - »,
Then,

T - h is a nonnegative

Now consider
where

a function

Q is an open subset

\x - y | < Z.

Radon measure.
f/' e£ L
that / € THx) for every x £ Q,
L„P and assume
assu
Then it follows from the generalized

of R".
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theorem [CZ, Theorem 5] that / £ t Ax), for Ln almost

every x e (Î, 0 < 7 < k. In view of Corollary

4.2, it follows that, for L^-a.e.

Í4.4)

\x - y\ < t, 0 < \a \ < k.

lim sup cf>t* Dafiy) = faix),
i-o+

Consequently,
negative

applies

Lemma 4.1 and Calderón's

measure

in the sense

to the function

measure,

-/,

theorem imply that D / - /a

of distributions.

and we conclude

or D f - f a is a nonpositive

(4.5)

Now let KCR"

fa

x £ Q and if the corresponding

also

- i-f a) is a nonnegative

in Q. Thus

0<|<x|<£,

ate assumed

be a compact

is a non-

this reasoning

that D i-f)

measure

Daf=fa,

in Q. If the functions

However,

x,

to be in L (ii),

then / e W*(Q).

set and set Ü = R" - K. If / £ Tkix) for every

functions

fa,

0 < |a| < k, are members of

LpiQ), then

(4.6)

/ £ WkiR")

provided

(4.7)

L77—1rn.(K)]
=o
7

where the II.: R" —» R"~

, i = 1, 2, •••,«,

jections

. To see this,

II.,

of Rn onto R"~

t = 1, 2, « • «, n, ate mutually

a rectilinear

coordinate

/ e W AQ).

on almost

Therefore,

all line

planes.

system

segments

on almost

Chapter

3J. Similar reasoning

WAR")

and consequently,

/ e WkiR").

subjected

Thus,

of Rn, thus determining

which is absolutely

to the coordinate

in 7?", and thus is in WAR")

to D

that / £ WAR").

continuous

[MO,

f, \aA = 1, shows that D
Proceeding

Recall

that a function

/ £ WkiR") remains

nonsingular

change of coordinates.

IL , i = 1, 2, • • •, n, ate mutally

« - 1

K, f in fact is absolutely

to a linear,

that the kernels
restrictive

subspaces

(4.7) concerning

applied

pro-

Now, / e WÍj(O) and, in particular,

in Q that are perpendicular

all line segments

orthogonal

for the moment that the kernel

a representative

In view of the assumption

continuous

orthogonal

for R".

/ contains

are n independent
assume

inductively,

f £

it follows

a Sobolev function

that

if

Thus, our assumption

orthogonal

subspaces

of 7?" is not

and the proof of Í4.6) is complete.
in summary we have

Theorem 4.3.

Lef KCR"

be compact and suppose

f £ L AR") bas the prop-

erty that f £ Tkix) for every x £ R" - K. If f a £ LpiR" - K), 0 < |a| < k, and
if, for

n independent

then f £ WkiR").

orthogonal

projections

II.,

L _ .[11.(70] = 0, i = 1, 2, • • •, «
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Now by employing

at least

in the case

will weaken
Borel

set;

entirely

the hypothesis

that

we will replace

ap lim sup¿_0

and we will use

sections

in §§4.5.6

without

— 4.5.12 in [F],

Proof.

whose partial

reference.

K be a

by requiring
that

/ £ L .

derivatives

are

In order to keep our exposiis well acquainted

and we will call upon results

with

in these

details.

differentiable

at x if we can write

P iw) is linear and if, for £ > 0, the set

L

differentiability

// / £ t.ix),

Suppose

only that

4.3,

we

0 as a point of dispersion.

We next show that

Lemma 4.4.

7"'(x)

that the reader

/ is approximately

fix + y) = P (y) + R (y) where
has

/£

functions

[F] as a basic

giving complete

\y: \R (y) > e|y|¡

by requiring

that

Indeed,

< ©o, and we will drop the condition

concerning

we will assume

We say that a function

we will prove Theorem

weaker hypotheses.

K is compact

|/(x + h) -/(x)|/|i|

tion as brief as possible

the material

techniques,

the hypothesis

Our proof is based on results
measures

different

k = I, under considerably

implies

approximate

p > 1, then, f is approximately

ir~n Jß (Q) iR^y^^iy))1^

differentiability.

differentiable

= oir) and let, for each

at x.
f > 0,

Et = \y:\Rxiy)\>e\y\\.
Then, reference

to [N, Lemma 3], yields

a constant

C such that

Afp
Vp
N

í

r

> Ciir'"^

(FOB

—

n

€

(0))(n+p>/n) 1/p
r

'£ (F, n B (o))V/p

£ (F fïB(0))1/n.

= Cep
Thus,

0 is a point of dispersion

(4.9)
Recall

for (4.8) and we have, for i = 1, • • •, tz,

apdf/dx. = fa ,
i

\a.\ = 1.

that, if ap lim sup¿_0 \fix + h)\/\h\ <«> for every x in some set A, then

/ is approximately

differentiable

at a.e. point in A, [F, 3.1.8].

Theorem 4.5. Let K C R" be a Borel set and suppose f: R" —»R1 has the
property that ap lim sup^g
approximate

|/(x + ¿)-/(x)|/|i|

partial derivatives

< « for each x £ R" - K. If the

of f are in Lpx,

p > 1, and if for n independent

POINTWISEDIFFERENTIABILITY, ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY

orthogonal projections IL, L^jB/fO]
Proof.

- 0, ¿=1,2,

Without loss of generality,

For x = (xj, •••.*,),

••-,«,
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then f £ W^iR").

we may assume that / has compact support.

define /*: R" — R"+1 by
/ (x) = (xj,...,

xn, fix)),

and define, as in [F, 4.5.9],

Xix) = ap lim inf fiy),
y—x

fiix) = ap lim sup fiy),
y—x

c = r"*1 n iy : fi(yi. • • •> yj > yn+1> x(v • • • ' >„>!•
Since

ap lim sup

|/(x + tí) = /(x)|/|i|

< oo for x e 7?" - K and the approximate

derivatives of / are in L , p > I, it follows from [F, 3.1.8, 2.10.43, and 3.2.5]
that there is a countable

number of measurable

on each S., R" - K = U°°=1Sp)

(4.10)

set S. such that / is Lipschitz

and

oo >

Since / is approximately

continuous

on Rn - Kt note that
oo

(4.11)

C= U f*iS) VB

with p(B) = K where p: 7?" +1 —♦R" is the projection
As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, it is sufficient

IL : R" -» R"'1

piy ^ •••,y„+1)
to assume

= (vj, •••, yR).

that the projections

ate of the form

n.(x)
= (x,,...,
2
I

x.1—1,,x

l+i

,...,x

),

77

i'=l, .«•,«.

Let p^R"*1
— R" be pJ(y) = (y1, •••,y,_1.
y{nt • <• t yB+1)f i - 1, •••,* +1.
Since we are assuming Ln_1[IIi.(7<)] = 0, i = 1, • • •, «, it follows from (4.10),

(4.11), and [F, 3.2.20] that
(4.12)

f

7V[p.|C, z]dLniz)<oo,

where N[p.|C, z] denotes the cardinality

iml,...,«

+1,

of the set p" (z) n C

Again following

[F, 4.5.9] we define
G = Rn+l O iy : ^y,,..

(2)

It can easily

that f £TAx)
P

•, y) > yn+1i,

be shown this would

for every x £ R" - K.

still

S = i-l)"diRn+1LG).

be valid if we retained

the assumption
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The reasoning
essential

in the proof of [F, 4.5.9 (5)] demonstrates

boundary

of G and inspection

shows (4.12) is sufficient
easy to complete
RnL/

that

i.e.,

/ locally

By assumption,

is a function

L _1[I1.(X)]

LjpfjB)] = 0, z - 1, 2, •..,»+

Lipschitz

to the coordinate

on each

S . where

does not intersect

the coordinate

axes.

axes.

S ..

derivatives

that
are

on almost

every

that we have shown that / is
Consequently,

continuous

Since we are assuming
it now follows

the hypotheses

on every line which

||/.||p

partial

provided

to

derivatives

/ is bounded.

we now let / be any function

and introduce

the truncations

if fix) > j,
fix) if-/</(*)</,

-/

inequality

the approximate

that / is bounded,

of the theorem,

the above arguments

on almost every line parallel

that / £ WAR"),

!/

Sobolev's

It is now

shows

• • •, tz, and therefore

and of bounded variation

Also, recall

R" - K = U°^j

To remove the hypothesis

Applying

normal current.

whose partial

the

in [F]

1. Thus it follows fromthe proof of [F, 4.5.9 (29)1

that / is absolutely

ate in L

satisfying

4.5.11

K, f carries sets of Lj measure zero into sets of L, measure zero,

thus establishing
apdf/dx.

C contains

for then [F, 4.5,12]

= 0, i = 1,2,

and [F, 4.5.9 (27)] that / is continuous
line parallel

S is a locally

the proof when / is bounded,

£ NlociRn),

measures.

to ensure

that

of the proof of Theorem

if/(x)<-/.

we conclude

< C ||V/.||ö

that each

< C ||apV/||p.

/. £ WAR"),

By Fatou's

and hence

by

lemma,

||/!|J
= Jf y-,00
lim \f\pd£n
< lim
inffJ \f\pd£n
< C^ap7f\\p
P
'
/-.oc
•
'
P
Consequently,

by Lebesgue's

dominated

¡\f.-f\p,&->0

convergence

theorem,

and J"|V/y-flp7/|pdg-.0.

Thus, we conclude that / £ wHr").
P
5. The Gauss-Green
developing

implies

another

absolute

V. Shapiro
vector

[SH]:

field

are defined,

div

In this section

we conclude

in which differentiability

continuity.

Our results

our methods

are quite

generalize
different.

large set

those of S. Bochner

[B] and

Here we consider

point

div

the assumption

vix)

and div+ vix).

are finite everywhere

vix) = div+f(x)

for a.e.

Under

the paper by

on a sufficiently

v: R" —►R" such that at every

lower divergences

that

theorem.

situation

upper

that the upper

and that they are integrable,

x and that div

a measurable

and lower divergences

v equals

and

we show

the distributional

POINTWISE DIFFERENTIABILITY, ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY
divergence

of v.

We also prove that when div

v is employed,

theorem is valid for almost every set whose boundary
of a smooth function.

If, in addition,
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the Gauss-Green

is given by the level set

v is taken to be continuous,

then the

Gauss-Green

theorem is shown to be valid for any open set whose boundary has

finite H"-

measure,

Let ÜCR*
L (ii),

thus establishing

the "absolute

be open and suppose

continuity"

of v.

v: ii —>R" is a vector field that is in

1 < p < oo. We will say that a closed

«-dimensional

interval

I is admis-

sible for v if the integral

(5.1)

f vix). vix)dH"-1ix)

J dl

exists

and is finite.

note that almost

Here vix) denotes

all intervals

7 C ii are admissible

7 C fl, set pil) equal to the integral
lim sup £i(/)/i.
intervals

the unit exterior

normal to 7 at x and

for v.

in (5.1) and define,

For every admissible

for x £ ii, div vix) =

(7) where the lim sup is taken over a regular family of admissible

/ containing

x [SA, p. 106].

lim inf and if div+ vix) = div

Define

vix) is finite

div^i^x)

as the corresponding

this common value will be called

div vix).
Lemma

assume

5.1.

Suppose

that both div

oo > d¡v

vix) > div+ vix) > - oo for every

v and div^f

are integrable

over ii.

x e ii and

Then, ¡or each admis-

sible interval / C ii, f¡ div vdS. > pil) > f{ div^vdS. .
Proof.

Suppose from some admissible

(5-2)

f div*^£

Ji

0

Let / be a lower semicontinuous

(5.3)

n

</!(/„)-f.£
r 0

function

f if-div*v)d£

JQ

For every admissible
of the lower

IQ C ii and e > 0 that

such that div
77

7 C ii, let oil) = /; fdst

semicontinuity

of /, 9j,x)

(/„).

no

vix) < fix), x £ ii, and

<cL 77il).0
- pil),

> fix) - div

and observe that, in view

vix) > 0 for every

x e ii.

Thus, it follows easily that 0(7) > 0 for every admissible 7 C ii [SA, p. 190];
therefore from (5.2) and (5.3)

^<

J,o i*n < J,o ^\dln

a contradiction.

Thus,

reasoning

the remaining

yields

We will now proceed
exists

a.e.

/, div vdS.

> pil) for each admissible

inequality

7 C ii and similar

of the lemma.

to prove that under the hypotheses

in ii and that the divergence

equal to div v, that is,

+ «£,</„)<p.(/0),

of v in the sense

of Lemma 5.1, div v
of distributions

is
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(5.4)

jv-

Vcf>dLn= j div vcpdS.

for every cf>£ C£(Q).
To this end, denote by A the family of all half-open
x < rj¿, i = 1, 2, • • •, rzi whose closures
field of all finite unions

of intervals

are admissible

of /.

Then if/ is finitely

is now applicable,

in ß.

/ ={x: a.<

Let ? denote the

/ £ A, and note that ? generates

sets in ÍÍ. Now define a set function
closure

intervals

the Borel

if/ on A by if/i]) = pil) where / is the

additive

on A and a theorem due to B. Fuglede

[FU, Theorem III]:

In order that there exists

ez/ery J e A, the following

a function

f £ L j(£i) saci

two conditions

are necessary

that

if/i]) = /. /¿£

/or

and, when combined,

sufficient'.
(i) For every e > 0 there is a 8> 0 sacè zèaz 2*=1 \if/ij )\ < e for every
finite number of intervals

/.,...,

(ii) Teere z's a constant
of disjoint

intervals

J ,, • • •, /,

If the hypotheses
that conditions

(5.5)

/.

/rozTj A /or u/èz'cè 2*_.

/rom A.

of Lemma 5.1 are in force, then clearly

(i) and (ii) are satisfied

pil) = J./«^

Moreover, Lebesgue's

£ (/ .) < S.

C such that 2?_ j |i/r(/ .)| < C /or eizery /z'rjz'Zesystem
the lemma implies

and consequently

for every admissible / C Q.

theorem on differentiation

shows div vix) = fix) for a.e.

x 6 Q. Thus, we have
Lemma 5.2.
/, div aa"£

l/na'er Zie hypotheses

= /,, v • vdHn~l

of Lemma 5.1, div « exists

¡or almost

every closed

Let Q' be an open set whose closure
arbitrary

interval

/ C il'.

that only those

from Q' to boundary

Q will be considered.

I C 0.

in Q and choose

As in §4, we will employ the mollifier

should be understood

(5.6)

is contained

interval

a.e. in ii arzá

Z > 0 for which t is less

an

<pit and it
than the distance

We will define

(div v). = div v * 4>

and v will denote the vector field whose coordinate

convolved with c/S.
With the aid of Lemma 5.2 and Fubini's

f (div v)ix)dl
ix) = Jlf
t
n

functions

are those of v

theorem, we have

f div vix - y)<piy)dtiy)dlix)
inn

Jl

J n

= f n j{ div ii(xV/y)a£n(x)a-£n(y)
R

= f Rnniäi

y
y

vix) ' v^t(y)dHn-1{x)i&Jiy)

POINTWISEDIFFERENTIABILITY, ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY
where

Iy = I - Y. On the other hand an application

theorem yields
this is easily

f{ div v(ix)dx.nix)

of the classical

= /¿J v{x) . vix)dH"~
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Gauss-Green

and by Fubini's

theorem,

seen to be

In
L vM-l'^Sy)dH"-1ix)dl
iy).
JR Jdly
'
n
Therefore,

for every

7 C ii',

Jf div v dx.

(5-7)

= f. (div v) d£.

div v = (div v)
Now let <f>£ C^(ii)

and let ii'

thus proving that

on 0'.

be an open set as above that contains

support of cS. From (5.7) and Fubini's

theorem

the

we have

I div v<j>d^~= lim J (div v) cf>dx. = lim I div v cßd®
<-0+

£-.o+

= lim f vt • V0d£B= f v ■Vcj>d£n
<->0+

which proves (5.4).
We now supplement
for almost

all level

(5.8)

(5.4) by showing that the Gauss-Green

sets of the test function

formula is valid

cf>£ C!°(ii):

f _i v ■vdH"-1 = f. , .divvdS.
fora.e. y £ R1.
J<t>x(y)
J\4»y\
"

To prove this we will make use of the coarea

(5.9)

f

jfi"
if g e Lj(R").
First

boundary

g(*)|VcS(x)|¿£(x)= f f
"

note that for a.e.

JRlJ4>-\y)

the smooth vector field

f,

.divvdl

n

3.2.12]:

g(x)í7H""1(x)í7£,(y)
'

y £ R , qV (y) is a smooth manifold

of jc/>> y}. Thus the classical

J\4»y\

formula [F, Theorem

Gauss-Green

and is the

theorem is applicable

to

v :

= lim f..

t_0J\4»y\

,diT«d£ - lira f ,

We will now show for a subsequence

'

"

t^0J4>~hy)

f, that, for a.e.

v-udH"-1.

y e R1,

f, ,
\v
—»0 as f,* —»0, and this will be sufficient to establish (5.8).
J4>-1(y)
' '* - v\dH"~1
'
Choose

the sequence

f,

so that /

\v

- v||V(£|

{.

< 2~2k and let /, = \v
00

y: (

J4>-\y)

\vt -7,|a'E"-1>2-H,
*

/

E=f|

,=i fc-y *

Then, from (5.9)

2"*W<J]i

R

/.-,
0

(y)

oo

U A.

k-lÄ-1ÄI</k-.||7*|Ä.<r»
*
*

-v\.
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Hence, for any 7, L j(F) < U¡°=; Ak < 2~;. or F j(F) = 0. But clearly, for y 4 E,
/.

j

\v

- v\ dH"~ 1 —»0 as tk —»0. Thus, we have the following:

Theorem
assume

that

div^f

5.3.
div

Suppose

holds at almost

<f>£ C~(ii).

0 > div (x) > div^ vix) > - 00 for every

v and div^ v are integrable

all points

Moreover,

f,_l(

over

in ii and fv

Q.

Then

• Vc^ai

v • vdHn~ l = /¡^

x £ ii aTza*

div v = div*f

= fdiv fcWÜ?

j div f ¿£n

=

for each

/or Lx almost

all

y £ R1.
It can be shown that the second equality
Lipschitz

or even a continuous

theoretic

exterior

still holds if <f>is assumed only to be

Sobolev function.

normal must be employed;

By employing

standard

techniques

For this purpose

the measure

see below.

(see [L], [AP]) we obtain the following.

Corollary 5.4. Let K Cil be compact and suppose v e L Ail - K), p > 1. //
the conditions

of Theorem

5.3 are satisfied

on il - K and if Bj AK) = 0,

1/p + 1/a = 1, then fv ■^<f>dLn= /div v<pdLn for each cb £ C~(Q).
We will now consider

the consequences

assumed

to be defined

consider

a set E whose closure

Green theorem

and continuous

is valid.

of Theorem

everywhere

is contained

For this purpose

perimeter,

see [F, §4.5].

function

of E are measures

on the closure

of ii.

v is

First,

in ñ and for which the Gauss-

we may take

That is, the partial

in the sense

5.3 in the event

E to be a set of finite

derivatives

of the characteristic

of distributions.

Moreover,

there is a

number M such that

(5.10)

lim sup j \Vi<f>t
* xE)\ d£„ '< ^
z->0+

where xE is the characteristic
Let 6 = 4>t *Xr'

valued measure

function

of E and 4>t IS tne mollifier,

^n view °f (5.10), there is a sequence

as in §4.

Uk\ and a vector

a such that

(5.11)

f w.Vdt d£n — fw.do

for every continuous

vector field w: Q —»R".

as*-» 00
Note, for every smooth vector

field w, that

(5.12)

fti/.Vtf,t. d£n = Jfdivaif?t, d£n -> JEf div w;

J

and

(5.13)
where
v(x),

f div w = f

Je
d E

is the set of points

which is defined

Ve

w . vdH"-1

x in the boundary

in the measure

theoretic

of F where the exterior

sense,

exists,

[F, Theorem

normal
4.5.6].
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Thus, (5.11) and (5.12) imply that

(5.14)

jE div v dS.n= J v . da,

whereas

(5.13) and (5.14) show

and therefore

fw • da = (*

SE

for every continuous

.(5.15)

w. Thus,

w • vdH"~

it follows

for every smooth w,

from (5.14) that

f divvá£ n = JB*E
f _ v-vdH"-1

JE

whenever

E is a set of finite perimeter

We are now in a position

whose closure

to prove the following

is contained

theorem

in ii.

which is an extension

of a result due to Shapiro [SH].

Theorem 5.5.
K Cil

Let ii C R" be a bounded open set with H"~ 1idü) < * and let

be compact.

Suppose

v is a vector field which is continuous

ii and is in L (ii - K), p > 1. Suppose

on closure

oo > div* f(x) > div+ f(x) > - oo for every

x £ 0 - K and that div v and div+f

are integrable over ii.

If B.

(7C)= 0,

1/p + 1/a = 1, then / div vdln = fd*a v . vdH"~ l.
Proof.

it follows

In view of the hypothesis

that

díi is a compact

there is a number Al > 0 such that, for every

set with 77"

(cüi) < »,

e > 0, there is a finite

number of open «-balls, By B , .. •, Bfe ik = kie)) with diam B¿ <£, díicU*=0 ß.,

and 2*«j H"- HdB.) < Al. Let iif = ii - U*=J B. and observe that //"" Kdiip < Al.
Thus,

ii

has finite

perimeter

/a*a v-vdH"-1.
vector

valued

and Theorem

5.5 implies

L div vdx.

=

Since 77*" ! (d*iie) < H"~ lidü() < M for all c > 0, there is a

measure

a such that,

for some sequence

e. —*0,

Ja*o w . vdH"-1- J w . da
i
whenever

w is a continuous

of Theorem

vector field with compact

5.5 we can show that

w and therefore

fw.do=L*Qw.

support.

vdH"~

As in the proof
for every continuous

J"Qdiv vd&n = J"d*07,. vdH"'1.
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